Introduction
The focus of this chapter is on the ways in which the arts have been used to construct a specific aspect of Mexican nationalism: that of national identity-and even more precisely the mestizo (or Spanish and Indigenous) national identity that was such a central part of Mexico's post-Revolutionary ideology throughout the twentieth century.
The evolving content of this identity is crucial for understanding how Mexicans have confronted colonization, revolution, and now globalization.
I examine this identity through the lens of Mexican art in various forms, from the so-called "fine art" destined for museums, to the bold murals that have received international acclaim, to the political cartoons in the popular media. 1 By exploring some very general references to the early twentieth century Mexican painting and culture, but more intensively focusing on art in the 1990s, I will use representations of the conquest of Mexico as a means to analyze national identity and demonstrate the construction or deconstruction the figure of the mestizo, as the case may be.
A fundamental premise of this analysis is that the ultimate purpose of a national identity is to define the nation's unique cultural, economic, political or demographic 1 This focus is elaborated at much greater length in my book, Mexico, from Mestizo to Multicultural: National Identity and Recent Representations of the Conquest (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University Press, 2007) . This construction of a new, collective image involved the elevation of the mestizo figure from the status of pariah, a position it had suffered in since colonial times, to that of the emblematic Mexican. Now, it seemed viable that the mestizo, embodying as it can the virtues of cultural and biological mixing, would necessarily foment national unity.
However, it is very important to stress the fact that the figure of the mestizo carried much unwanted baggage and gave rise to many thorny issues. First and foremost, we must understand that this national identity is based on a racial or biological figure whose origins trace back to the first historical moments of contact-and conquest-that took place when the Spaniards arrived on Mexican soil in the sixteenth century. Thus any search for mestizo origins would necessarily conjure up images of shameful behavior, forced racial mixing--rape or submission--and military conquest. Although their union implies synthesis, it is contingent upon the subjugation of the Indian, and indeed, the physical restraint of la Malinche. Mexican society and its government continue to negotiate the terms by which they 7 approach multiculturalism-be it through indigenous autonomy or not-and a less economically protectionist future in the free-market, the fundamental changes that these re-alignments in Mexico's sense of nation and identity entail cannot be underestimated.
During these years of economic and political instability in Mexico, nationalist feelings were at a low. It was then that a number of Mexican artists created novels, plays, movies and cartoons which interrogate and recreate Mexico's sixteenth-century history in a search for origins, each of which undeniably unfolds within a metaphor of mestizaje.
These works resulted from the very specific crises, disillusionments and debates of the end of the century and they all reveal the urgency with which intellectuals wrote either to salvage or to rework a national mestizo identity that began with the Conquest. According to theories of syncretism, elements of one religious system are fused with those of another to create hybrid gods, practices and beliefs. Mother goddesses like the Spanish Virgin Mary and the Aztec Tonantzin were worshipped as one. The 8 syncretic model of religious assimilation serves as a perfect complement to those of cultural and racial mestizaje, especially in terms of the perception of them as harmonizing and homogenizing. Yet, the spiritual conquest was no less violent than the military conquest. As a result, the allegedly serene meshing of Aztec and indigenous gods in Mexico's uniquely syncretic form of Catholicism is no less conflicted than the biological and cultural clashes depicted in the murals we saw.
La otra conquista, then, returns to the conquest in order to visually represent the past in all its tragic splendor. By doing so, Carrasco's film works against the now untenable notions of mestizaje and syncretism as harmonious blends of races and belief systems. As the director himself says, "I think we sometimes fall into the trap of exalting mestizaje and syncretism as if they were themselves values, as if they were more or less peaceful cultural processes, carried out within a framework of symmetrical power--as if Mexican identity fused two cultures of equal condition… we wish to highlight… the violence implicit in such processes." Here, Carrasco implies that the concept of transculturation better explains modern Mexican identity and the foundational events which were taking place on Mexican soil in the sixteenth century. 14 Into the Twenty-first Century Admittedly, since these works emerged, dramatic democratization, continued negotiations with indigenous groups, and nearly two decades of neoliberal policies in Mexico have further altered Mexico's national identity and brought many new nuances to the fore. Yet, the core issues discussed in these works remain pertinent. First, Mexico's origins-be they political, racial, spiritual or cultural-continue to be a dramatic source of storytelling. And those stories, in turn, will always speak to who Mexicans are today.
History is ever-present in Mexico and continues to be used to construct and deconstruct national identity. And lastly, race-indigenous, European, mestizo or 'other'-will continue to challenge this nation whose mestizophile identity discourse skewed many Mexicans' notion of their nation for a very long time.
